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Spoke 3 times about Brazil and Rafael  - gifted Brazil EU for Rafael's birthday  
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Islamic 1401 year of Methi; All religions except this is the year;  "I am here";  Methi is 

inside you;  EU spread around the world to elevate STM;   Your soul will become a 

shinning star;  Methi is the collective soul on this planet;  Be a bulb in a floodlight;  Who 

would like to be the first bulb to light up humanity; Messengers are those who give their 

soul to elevate the others;  Separation of electron from proton;  STM is being prepared to 

be like electron, ejected from neutron, the mother, to create new U;  Mankind will 

become a new cycle of creation;  K has done this many times - this is how they create 

new universes;  Candle maker story - lighting candles on the earth to start the process, 

we'll all elevate in an instant - but someone has to start it. The flight EU are for elevation 

of the STM;  Mitra fell in love with Earth - it's a gift to create a U from mankind; NASA 

will be gifted a FEU;  

Brazil has done a heavy work to spread knowledge across planet so they will be gifted a 

FEU for Rafael's birthday; Brazil has been a point of contact with the outside (UC) for 

thousands of years;  Responsibility of KS to inform their governments to ask for a free 

EU for peaceful application;  10 years ago KS reached 75% of planet with USB Key; To 

the religious leaders - Methi is upon you;   

Rafael has devoted his life to the KF;   

Rings of Saturn - interaction of different fields creating materials that superimpose over 

each other;  Part of Defense T - used in Iraq;   Why Mozhan could not open windows 

during training - not answered ask Mozhans they know;  5plus1 is complete but 

Europeans trying to get more before signing;  Watch Iranians British released 400 million 

they could setup another Libya in Iran;  

Assassination attempt on Mr. Keshe in Istanbul by MOSSAD; Iran destroyed Mossad 

base in Erbil Iraq;  Israel warned against killing anymore Iranian nuclear physicists - 

respond accordingly;  Will share T with people of Israel not government;  Trump 

withdrew from 5plus1 treaty because he sold America to Jewish Lobby - part of 

agreement , and his daughter etc .. ;  Robot soldiers of China on Indian border ; Gans T 

for high altitude life;  FEU have to go to nuclear centers - they use nuclear;  Why UFO 

light in KF Store changes direction of rotation - environmental field pressures ;  

Electric current changes amperage, loss or gain - according to field interaction of 

environment - 2 KW generated could come to 2.4 KW at substation;  

In west spiritual communities always say forget the mind go to the heart - why so much 

strength in heart - STM and STP come together in heart - strong - a whole teaching on it  

…    ;  Next time feel the emotion of the soul    ;  Emotion has a strength - converts fields 

into P -  based on Inertia - sadness into tears .. :   In 2015 Brazilian leader said Iran was a 

peaceful nation - western countries punished this leader (because he went against agenda 

against Iran);  KF revealed how North Korea got nuclear T through Belgium controlled 

European Space Agency - then they stopped them;   Brazilian space T is very advanced - 



we give T for rapid development;  You touch the T the wrong way you wipe yourself out; 

Warning again to Israel to stop killing Iranian nuclear physicists;  

Radiation in MRI and x-ray machines is generally absorbed by the body; Only dangerous 

if they dislocate a cell - MRI checked every 14 days;  Could elevate STM with MRI if 

you understood how;  Body of man is a plasma - not matter;   Your RNA contains all the 

experiences your ancestors had - if we put you in EU then we can find out the history; If 

your ancestors met Tesla we can experience his gentle nature;  

Rafael speaks - just 2 people started intention group; reads Power of Intention - Brazilian 

Telegram restored;  Mr. Keshe third time wishes Rafael happy birthday; Translators have 

understood the essence of the soul of the T and then they become the center of the KF 

work;  They translate the essence of the emotion;  Brazil daily intention group elevates 

soul of 5plus1;  English speakers don't gather around KF in the US and UK;  Old guard in 

Brazil objected to Rafael - but we went with the soul and it proved correct;  UC in skies 

of Brasilia welcomed K to Brazil; We wished to bring Brazil out from UC member of 

Portugal who was suppressing growth - now we see it growing;  With gift of FEU Brazil 

may collaborate with AZ and NASA and Iran;  Extend Intention from 5+1 to whole of 

humanity - the group has enough power to do; 

K preparing to return to Iran;  

Through purity of accepting and allowing - STM can radiate voluntarily over the field of 

the body - not to make P subordinate -  but through the plasmatic heartbeat - the true 

heartbeat.  
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ENGLISH TRANSCRIPTION  425KSW 
 

(:22).  .. if you listen to this intro video, every time you learn something new .. Somehow 

the intro chosen by Rick matches what the teaching is going to be. It's very interesting … 

every time. We've seen, .. understood .. the Soul of the Man (STM), is the creator of the 

new cycle of life. As we know in each cycle there is a need for parents to guide. In the 

life of the man we need prophets to guide the STM, or for its physical condition, and then 

we have messengers in the name of scientists.  

 

This year today, is the cycle of 1401. The 15th century in the Islamic Shia  ??. But the 

interesting part about this in the Islamic world, by the order of the religious leaders of 

Iran, Ayatollah K and the rest has been recognized to be the year where the Messiah will 

declare himself. will show himself and clear the path for the evolution of the man to the 

new cycle of understanding. In the Islamic Republic of Iran, the structure of the 

universities, and others, military forces, have been establish to protect and guide,  (:24). 

once the manifestation of Methi has been announced, to protect and to guide him. In a 

way, from harm.  

 

We see the same thing is within the calendars of the Jewish calendars. The Jewish Rabbis 

expecting the manifestation of the Promised One this year. Down goes the line of the 

others. We'll see what will show this year, of what is, officially if you receive any 



messages from Iran, most of the nationals, they tell you the year of manifestation of 

Methi. But in fact, who is the Methi? What is the position of the Methi? Isn't it the man 

himself? Isn't it the understanding of the process of the creation to know that what is 

needed to be done to elevate the STM. How do we understand this? What do we 

understand from this process of 1401. The cycle. The year which the Islamic world waits 

for the manifestation of Methi. They are sure it will happen this year.  

 

What is the process for all of us? What is the understanding of? Where do we mature to? 

What do we mature to? To understand, to recognize the Methi, the presence of the hidden 

one, the presence of the what was promised, shall bring the end of all the hardships and 

the war. As is usual, man looks outside, nationalistic war. Wars of aggression of 

religions. But in fact, the war is, and the war of the man with himself. The war to live the 

conflict of two lives, the physical life,  (:26). and the life of the STM. That's the war 

which the Promised One is to complete. and the completion war of man to understand, he 

is the man, is the STM, that has to come to an end, within the wars of the walls, within 

the structure of the physicality (P) of the man.  

 

The teaching of the past few years has brought you to that point. Brings you to that 

condition, brings you to understand the position of the P, and separation of the P from the 

STM. But in fact, the messengers, the Methi, is you, within your soul. No one can teach 

you, unless you find it yourself. I can take you to the water, like the horse, if you are not 

prepared to drink, nothing can be done. The thirst has to come from within, the thirst of 

understanding the truth has to come for within. 

 

The teaching of the KF as we are the messengers of U within the P of the body of the 

man is very simple. You up to now understood, you do good, you give whatever you call, 

to the Church, you do good deeds to elevate your soul, that you will receive something, 

that then you'll live a better life. But in fact, the teaching of the KF is totally different. 

You are happy with the good doings on this planet. the teachings of the KF is to extend 

the soul to do the good things outside the P of the body of the man. The D of the fields of 

the creation.  

 

In the D of the fields of the U. You were happy,  (:28). to give some money to a beggar, .. 

to build a church of the religion, .. to give a pair of shoes to a man who doesn't have. You 

were so proud you did so good. But now we have allowed you to extend this beyond the 

P of the man. If you are happy that you received elevation by giving a pair of shoes or 

some money in the bucket, when you went to the church or the mosque, that you receive 

elevation, and what you want. Now with the new understanding the U is your oyster. 

What would you like to give to U, to U Community, and then you understand what shall 

be received by your soul, that your soul. You were happy to be a shopkeeper. Now you 

are a king of your own soul. Now you become the warehouse man, because now you 

have access to give more to the U Community, if this is the way you think.  

 

In a way, you were happy with the crumbs of the elevation of your soul in the D of P. 

With these teachings we show you the way to be generous and to be the giver in the D of 

the U. ..STM in the D of P once learns the teaching of to understand the process of the 



creation. Now connects to the other souls of the U and Unicose, and from a flick of a 

finger you become from a small soul within the center of the brain of the man, to a star, 

to another U. So simple.  

 

You were looking for crumbs, I do good that something good my happen to me. Now 

with the extension of the STM beyond the boundary of the P,  (:30). which is part of the 

teaching. Now you can extend this giving, if it is truly within you to become a start 

within an instant. You shine, you connect, and with it you lead to the creation of the new 

cycle. Isn't this what we said, in the enhancement units (EU), that some of you once you 

go in you see only the light, which means the boundary of the P is past, and now you 

become that shining star. You become that giver, to give, when you are a star when you 

shine you are a giver. Even though the same time you receive. So we understand with the 

new teaching and the understanding of totality, one man can become a star, once he 

understands there is no limitation in the fields of the U. In a way, bypasses or super 

passes the D of the Soul of the Physicality (STP). You become like that car with .. a 

flashlight in the front. You become the source, then you become the driver of that 

flashlight. You become the source of what to shine, and then your job is to find a 

flashlight which shines 360 degrees unconditionally in all directions.  

 

The elevation of the STM was not the whole purpose of you being able to go beyond 

your P, get in touch with the uncle, .. or cousin, or go somewhere. The whole purpose of 

the teaching in elevation of the STM has been to make that shinning star from within the 

STM, .. P ..,  to become instantaneously a star. To shine upon all the ??   (:32).  

 

This is what we said in a hidden way about the soul of the UC members, that once they 

get to that point they shine, they don't need to show their P. Now you understand how the 

truth unravels itself. Then you understand the teachings of past 424 KSW have been to 

bring you to the teaching of today, that every soul can become a star. It's not jut t extend 

beyond the D of P, you can still hold onto that P because that P is where the center of the 

sun has been kept to gather, it's the seed. It's D of existence, .. of creation of that soul.  

 

So we come to one point, where do you see your soul. Do you want to be in the D of 

putting a coin in the bucket of a beggar and you think you are good, and you receive 

elevation because you gave. Do you want to be the guy who gives his shoes and things, 

oh I have an extra pair, at least he can walk, and I receive more because I gave. Or are 

you those who build churches, for building places for the worship of the fallacy of the 

brain of the man, and think I have built a church, I have guaranteed myself a place in 

heaven. The heaven exists within the understanding of the man himself, and the hell is 

the man who is ignorant to the truth. The purpose of the teaching has been to bring you to 

that point, to show you, if you were happy to live in the village, now we give you the U.  

(:34). but in D of U, you have to have the capability to live with it. You have to 

understand the process of it, you have to be there not to go through university, but to 

understand the truth.  

 

In so many ways,  what I said very recently, if the promise of Ayatollah Khamenei of 

Iran, and the Islamic world, and the other religions, is that this year, will be the year of 



manifestation of Methi, is how many of you are going to be that Methi? For your own 

soul, that you start the new generation of the cycle of life in the correct way. Methi by 

name, Methi by living, Methi by conducting the correct way to understand. Not to be 

crying that I lost something, where what I lost has become the step for the progress of the 

others. Be proud in your loss, has become the gain of the others. Mankind's' soul will cry 

to understand more. But in a way we have paved the path for you to understand. We 

brought you to the point to understand, that what is promised to be, is not a Methi as a 

person, but is a Methi as a totality of the soul of the mankind and the planet earth and its 

citizens to understand the truth about the creation, and about what we call the precious 

value of your soul.  

 

Then you understand why the teaching has taken so long, we are preparing you to take 

the soul of Methi,  (:36). as a collective soul of the creation and created on this planet. 

Soul of the new life, new generation, new position in the U of the new Unicose. Where P 

has no D. Where the understanding of the process of the creation of what we call, 

interaction of the fields to lead to a perfect life becomes the essence of the creation.  

 

We are Messengers, and we know how to deliver the message, and we know how to 

guide people to understand the message. It's no use when I deliver a message to you and 

you only read German and it's in English, it has no meaning, unless I can translate that to 

the German that you understand. Then even when I translate, to be able to carry the 

essence of the emotion of that letter, that you get the full feeling of it, not just reading like 

a computer, with no emotion.  

 

Mankind has to understand the emotion of the what is going to happen, what is going to 

be the essence of the creation in the next cycle, not only of his own. It's like the STM 

from now on is like that little bulb you see in the football stadium in a flood light, on its 

own, still shines, but collectively will flood the field. The soul of the humanity, .. of the 

created things on this planet has to become that flood light,  (:38). become that star, that 

process of the creation where the man moves from individuality to the collective 

awareness of the creation as one. The soul of Methi is the soul of the created on this 

planet. When the mankind, when the created things understand to go through the process, 

needs to the understanding of the totality.  

 

Which one of you would like to be the first bulb in that floodlight?  Which one of you has 

managed to understand the truth about the process of the creation. Then we understand 

the year of Methi is upon us, because we have received the teaching, we've been guided 

to understand the essence of the Soul of the Creator (STC) within us, amongst us, and to 

understand collectively we've become that Methi. It cannot be one anymore we put and 

the cross and be crucified. It cannot be one that can be put on the wall and fired down to 

be destroyed and to be killed, that he might stop the message of the Creator.  

 

The Messengers of the Creator are those who give their souls for the others to elevate, not 

their P.  In    mankind has become that torch, that only for himself, becomes that what we 

call, floodlight, that he enlightens the rest of the soul of the created things on this planet 

and collectively mankind elevates to position of creation of the new U. Now maybe you 



understand what is the purpose of our work, what is the purpose of creating such a 

position.  

 

Every U in the Unicose has been created the same way. Out of the collective soul,  (:40). 

of the created ?/  which they reach the point of maturity at the same time, and the same 

position, the day of promise. The promised day is when the whole of the soul of the 

created reach the understanding of totality and needs one to shine for the others to come 

on. You become that first candle that starts the fire, you become that single candle which 

lights the rest of the candles in the church and in a mosque, and in a way to light up the 

whole stadium, This time the stadium is the Unicose and STM is that point, that bulb, that 

matches with the others to become the same, when you look at a floodlight, you can't see 

one light from the other, they all shine collectively. This is the beauty of the teachings of 

today.  

 

That man understands, that the promise of the Methi is upon us, but not again, the way 

the world of religion has seen it in the D of P. The totality of the maturity of the STM on 

this planet is the Promised Day. That in a way we as one, we become, we as all. In so 

many ways, maybe now you can understand, how far can I go. How much can I 

understand about the creation of my own P and my own soul, that I stay, not looking, 

better light, in that floodlight, but be equal and as shinning as the others. It's not a 

competition, it's understanding the elevation of the STM that all entities shine the same, 

when they are in the same light.  (:42). When the shinning of your soul manifests itself, 

all it can shine against the light, against the D of the STC and nothing else. Earth on its 

own is a dark planet, unless its fields interact with the fields of the sun, then that creates 

the light.  

 

So when we speak about the collective STM, to be the Methi, only shines with the 

brightness, with the unisons , when collectively stands in front of the light of the Creator 

and gets enlightened by it. By the interaction of it, it so big that the light we create on this 

planet for the daily time we see, is nothing compared with the light that sits and emanates 

from the sun. The sun is the creator, the essence, is the creator of the life, and the 

collective STM, at the time of the manifestation of Methi we become that planet that the 

interaction of its fields with the interaction of the fields of the Creator will shine, as 

another U, as another D, another understanding of the totality.  

 

Mankind is ready for that process. For that purpose we are pushing with the D in the 

understanding. In that process we are pushing for all the nationalities you call yourselves, 

and all the universities you call yourselves, to understand, not to conquer the U, but 

through the EU we provide to conquer to understand the power of your soul.  

 

You get into an EU thinking I can go to the Mars and the Moon, but in fact, once you get 

into the EU, you understand the travel of the STM,   (:44). which is much faster, it's more 

instantaneous. In that process, once we can grow enough light across this planet, as we 

distributing so many EU across this , then collectively this planet will shine, independent 

more or less, irrespective of color, race, and religion, and path of belief.  

 



Maybe now you understand Ayatollah K of Iran, and Iranian government understood the 

process. They made 1401 the year of the manifestation and appearance of Methi. I am 

here. But I am here as a soul of totality, as that I includes all citizens of the soul of this 

planet. Maybe it's time for man to understand,.. for humanity to take that step, that the 

totality of the knowledge for man to become aware of his soul has been given. It's man 

who has to open that door. It's man who has to close the doors of ignorance, racism, and 

so many ways of prejudices, to himself, to the others, and the totality of the 

understanding, if we going to shine, we shine together. The famous word in sing, "you 

never walk alone." Which means in collective awareness in totality of existence of the 

souls, when we walk together side by side in the D of the STM, the walking is done, we'll 

shine by reflection,  (:46). by interaction of the fields of the totality of the soul of the 

created in presence of the fields of the Creator. There is no light on earth if there was no 

sun. This is what has to be understood, and this is the whole purpose of the teachings to 

extend the Soul of the Man beyond the Soul of the Physicality that it shines as a star in 

totality.  

 

When you shine as you were created from the same amino acid, you cannot be any 

brighter than the other. You all become the same and you understand, that the Soul of 

Physicality will become, what we call, the essence of holding the whole structure of life 

together, as the Soul of the Physicality of the man is based on the amino acid of the 

creation on this planet, so all the souls from this planet will have a common denominator 

connection to be, to shine, and to elevate the rest. 

 

What would be the future of the human race in the space? If you choose the flight system 

you'll be still, that aliens who travels from poles to poles, from planet to planet.  (:48). If 

you choose the flight system of the Soul of the Man, the totality of the man will become 

that shining star. Now it's for the humanity to decide, am I going to be that UFO 

passenger dragging around from centuries and thousands of years of this universe, or 

collectively we agree, that on the time, the time has come for the Soul of the Man, the 

collective soul of the creation, to become that star, and with it, in one instance become 

the center of a New Universe to shine, because once that position achieved. 

 

You will find that, there is no space fields within the solar system, and within this galaxy 

and universe, that accommodates, can accommodate such a powerful source, unless it 

finds itself a new structure. We know this knowledge very well, we call it the division of 

neutron. We call it the separation of the electron from the proton. This when the 

humanity reaches the point of unified fields, to understand the totality, and becomes one, 

then we become that electron, that will be rejected from, or ejected from the what we call 

the mother seed, and we become that new cycle, the New Universe. 

 

This is why in the intro it always says, if you understand word by word of it, what will 

become. You'll become a new cycle of life. You were expecting to become a sun, but 

collectively you'll become a universe. It's for mankind to decide that point, it's for 

mankind to understand the message of the Methi, and understand the progress, in 

understanding the totality is more important than one individuality,  (:50). to be the king, 



the leader, the president, or whatever shame name you put on them. Now you understand 

the process of the creation.  

 

I am the Methi and my job has been to create, that new separation of what I call, neutron 

for the creation of the electron to be ejected from it to become a New Universe. We have 

watered this plant well, and it's time for it to flourish, and it's time for the bird to take the 

first flight to leave the nest. The totality of understanding of the process of creation now 

forces mankind to work as one, to make one soul, to understand the Soul of the Creation, 

that it goes back, and it's exactly in line with the writing of the first book, the creation of 

an electron from the principle plasma, the neutron. 

 

This universe has been the neutron, for the electron of the life of this planet, to be created, 

that when it reaches the maturity, when he gathers enough fields not only from this 

planet, but from the universe, what we call Unicose, it comes the time of new birth. The 

generation of the new cycle as an electron, that in turn this, as what we call, a new 

dimension, becomes what we call, the new entity, the new totality in the Unicose. 

 

Maybe from today you understand, how even the whole creation of the Unicose started. 

We are the same within, and within when we gather enough, we become another,  (:52).  

and then with that process, again within, we become another.  

 

It does not mean that one universe, or one part of the Unicose is bigger or stronger than 

the other, but in the process of the creation, all the neutrons are the same, shine the same, 

the same strength, but in different position of attraction and rejection of the fields of 

different strength.  

 

Now we understand where the mankind is going to go. Now we understand the process of 

the creation now we understand that the earth through the interaction of the fields unified 

fields of his souls is getting ready, he is preparing for that, what we call separation and 

creation of a new life in totality, amongst the positions in the Unicose. 

 

You were happy for me to give you a UFO. You were happy to sit in the Enhancement 

Unit and fly from New York to Tehran. Now I gave you the seed, the structure to 

understand how you as a human race have to work collectively, to bring the energies 

together, that allows the electron, what you call, it the division, what they call the decay 

process to start, that this village of man, become the center of another universe. 

 

This is what we came here for, and this is what we do regularly, it's not one-off. The earth 

is not the first place, where what we call, the electron has been created from. I've done 

this many times, in different shapes and colors. I'm a master in what I do, because in that 

creation,  (:54). we'll see a new light to shine, but the reflection and interaction with the 

fields of the Creator.  

 

In a way I create candles. I take time to make it, and as a Candle Maker when I light it, I 

only can be seen, its light, when it interacts with the light with the fields of the Creator. In 

the way, the purpose is to show one by one, lighting candles in the Unicose, to show the 



beauty of the Creator, to be in love, and to be devoted to serve. You are happy to light a 

candle in the church on the table, with the lover, the lover is a creator, and we create a 

candle to light it, to show the beauty of the lover.  

 

This is why we always told you the manifestation and what we call, the presence of Mitra 

is the lover, and the candle is the light to show the extent of love, in reflection and  

interaction of the fields of the lover which is the Creator. 

 

Now you understand why we brought you step by step, even in the production of 

Enhancement Unit. If you look the shape of the universe, and you look at the shape of the 

Enhancement Unit, there is no difference. You looked for a dome to go in, we gave you 

dimension of the creation of the Unicose, within the structure of the Soul of the Creator, 

and with it you create a dimension of the what we call, a universe. Look at the 

dimensions and the proportions in the fields,  (:56). and the shapes of your Enhancement 

Unit and then you understand, how we walked you into understanding, living, and in a 

way, elevating the Soul of the Mankind, to become that electron in totality, to lead to the 

creation of the New Universe. 

 

What's the purpose of gathering so many beautiful flowers, making them to grow, and do 

nothing with them. It has to show its beauty the Soul of the Creation, the Soul of the 

Creator the soul of interaction of the two, has to shine, that, that light shares the essence 

of the Creation within the Unicose. One day Mankind understands the messenger 

(message) of Methi. One day mankind understand what this message entails, and how the 

Humanity as a whole, and the Soul of the citizens of this planet, through the Love of 

Mitra has jumped the gun, and from what I call, little tiny planet, now are ready to 

become the center of the New Universe.  

 

Once an electron is ejected from neutron, then it has its own cycle of life, independent 

and it can dictate its own position, dimension, and size. Now maybe as Humanity we 

understand why this year has been promised to be the year of manifestation of Methi. It's 

the maturity of the man to understand the process of his own creation and a collective 

interaction,  (:58). to lead to the creation of the New Dimension in the STM, in the 

Dimension of and in a Position of a New Universe. 

 

We cannot gift more than this to the planet, where Mitra fell in love with. In a way, 

Humanity has received the energies of the universe through the love of Mitra, and the 

manifestation of the Children of Mitra will bring a new dimension, a new essence in the 

world of creation, where the shining of the light of the soul of its created, will become the 

same as the Creator. In totality, we are ready for that process. In totality, this year we set 

the scene for that process of unification of the souls. 

 

In a way in a hidden way, we gave you a lot of hints, of what's to come. We give one 

Enhancement Unit to every nation. We give one Enhancement Unit to every university, 

that can evolve and elevate the soul of the understanding of the knowledge, which leads 

to the freedom of the man. In a way freedom to become part of that light, to shine by the 

soul and not the physicality. As I said we have set out and we play your game, because 



you're so physical. We give you a new Enhancement Unit. Now the Enhancement Units 

has gone into mass production and we hope by the end of this year, we give something 

like, maybe five to seven hundred units across this planet to universities, to the 

governments, to space agencies, and even to the churches,  (1:00). and to the mosques, 

that they understand what was the purpose of all that work. 

 

We are not here to look, we are charitable. We are here to clean, to create the condition of 

equality, that all the souls shine the same, in the process of the manifestation of Methi. In 

a way, as a human race we are ready for that step, and it takes one at a time to build up.  

 

As I said in the past weeks the Keshe Foundation has started the process of the 

manufacturing of the new units. We had to wait there was a process, which needed to be 

completed. In so many ways in its completion, we have seen the totality of what we call, 

the essence of the creation. What we need to understand is that, Mankind has entered the 

process of conversion, the process of understanding, that now we are on the race to 

become the center of the New Universe. We are on the race to become, to understand the 

totality of what we call, the structures of the Creation. 

 

As I said this picture shows our work clearly. The mass production in delivering units 

across this planet in the coming weeks, and days has started. You shall see as part of the 

whole structure, that we have started that process unknowingly by man,  (1:02). but 

knowingly by us, that you all understand this is not a game.  

 

This is not to give an Enhancement Unit to one, or the other to be better. This is to give a 

unit that Mankind will line up to create the condition for the evolution of the what we 

call, the Soul of the Man through the knowledge of physicality. This factory will be full 

of these systems waiting for universities and governments to ask for, and to deliver. From 

next month, we push for about a hundred unit a month to be ready. Keshe Foundation 

will support this. First time we showed you one and two, and we learned to be taught, 

now it's become a race. This factory is what we call the ?? breeding point for man to start 

to understand the totality, and with it to start the process of what we call interaction of the 

Souls of the Man. 

 

Maybe in the coming time Man as a race, will become educated to understand what has 

been given to him as a gift. It's for you to understand the process, it's for you to create 

that condition. The first units will be flown to Arizona, and at the same time the two units 

arriving at Arizona, one goes to NASA to invite the scientists to join the race of elevation 

of the Soul of the Man, even though they are interested to get to Mars and Moon. NASA 

Corporation has been aware,  (1:04). and has been informed of the delivery within the 

next few days. One will go to the city of Tehran. One will go to another city in Tehran. 

Austria receives the first two in the coming days, and then in the progressive 

development, we shall deliver one to Tel Aviv, and one to Mecca. At the same time we'll 

give units to the Chinese, and to the Japanese and to the rest.  

 

It's your responsibility the way we gave the keys to the nations, to share the knowledge. 

Some 10 years later, now we give system to use the knowledge and the key, to develop 



the flight system, not to fly the physicality, but to be able to release the Soul of the Man 

to take the flight of the universe.  

 

These units will be spread rapidly across this planet, and I'm sure nations scientists will 

do the same. We have the units we'll manufacture units, and from this week on is your 

responsibility to get your nations to ask for a unit to be delivered to, that its scientists can 

evolve and develop and to bring the totality of understanding of the physicality and 

elevation of the Soul of the Man. In 2012, exactly 10 years ago, I announced about the 

same time, about the release of the key to nations. The key it was a USB stick with the 

knowledge in it. 

 

Ten years later now we give the system to it, as they were too lazy to develop the 

technology. Now it's the same. Go to your governments go to your scientists and 

universities and tell them, there's a space unit free as a gift.  (1:06). Can we bring it in and 

deliver it.  

 

We asked the Universal Council to do something and there's still, as usual in the 

dimension of physicality, battling with what to do. Last time the Italians broke the rank in 

Europe, and through the parliament in Italy, and the rest, they received the key and they 

broke rank. This time we broke the rank ourselves with the Americans, that NASA 

becomes the leading scientific organization to work with Keshe Foundation Arizona to 

bring the change. 

 

Get your universities to apply, to convince us that they are ready to go through that 

process, not just for the flight, but totality of the elevation of the science of the man, and 

we give you the units free. Does not matter if you are in Africa, you live in New York or 

you're in the jungles of the Amazon. If you're in the jungles of Amazon, we'll deliver it to 

you one way or another.  

 

Brazil   

 

Talking about the jungles of Amazon we have seen a lot of work in Brazil. A lot of heavy 

work done by Rafael and the team of the Brazil, to bring the knowledge across this 

planet. This week is the birthday of Rafael. I think Brazilians have done enough to 

receive the first unit as a gift for his birthday.  (1:08).  

 

A lot of work has been done in Brazil. As Brazil has been another point of contact for 

Humanity with the outside, for thousands of years. Now we give you the system to 

complete it within the universities of Brazil. We gave the unit to Iran, as it is the 

birthplace of Mitra. We gave a unit to Austria. This is the last point where mankind 

realized wars can become, the whole of the world involved in, through the existence of 

Hitler. Now we show the same country can become the essence of peace and knowledge. 

The rest is for you to convince your governments and your universities, to ask the Keshe 

Foundation for a unit, and what they are going to do with it, and within the next two 

months to achieve flight of the Soul of the Man, and not in the dimension of the 

physicality of the man.  



 

It's a responsibility of Knowledge Seekers the way the Italian Knowledge Seekers did in 

2012, by going to the parliament, forced their government to ask, and we delivered the 

key to their Embassy.  (1:10). This time it's for you as Knowledge Seekers to get your 

governments to ask for the Enhancement Unit, and guarantees, that will be used for 

peaceful application, and sign their nation's to World Peace Treaty. 

 

We'll bring the change we bring the change in a correct way, but we have to understand 

these units are there for elevation of the Soul of the Man, and not for man to fly to Mars, 

to Moon, and the others. Then if the scientists decide to test it, on the 6th of June they can 

try to go to Moon, or to Mars, or anywhere else they decide. John in Arizona is waiting 

for his delivery next week or two.  

 

The same will go with NASA. NASA at the moment is baffled how they are receiving 

their system as a gift. In a way, they were, and they are still doing a lot of work. They are 

the first organizations became aware of this new technology and development, since 

1985. So it's time for them to at least see what they have done, and what they could get, 

where they can go with it. It is not our job to deliver, cook, and chew it for you. It's our 

job to show you the way.  

 

Now it's time for you as Knowledge Seekers to join your university, join your 

government, and start the first steps in production of the systems. In a way, we show you 

the first step,  (1:12). and hopefully and I'm sure the rest of your universities will develop 

the next steps. This time I decided to give one to NASA first to stop the embarrassment 

of the last time, that the Americans had to come and ask for it, on the year or the day of 

the election of president Obama. 

 

This time we work with all the scientific organizations and agencies to see that the 

elevation of the Soul of the Man understood, and is achieved. And this year become the 

year of manifestation of Methi, which means the collective awareness, understanding and 

knowledge of the elevation of the Soul of the Man and Mankind, to start the new cycle, 

as to start the creation of the electron, that it becomes in due course, ejected from the 

mother, from the neutron to create, to become part of, but independent of. This 

universe has been promised to be a shining universe, as is the birth, the mother point of 

the creation of manifestation of Children of Mitra. The Lover, to stand opposite the 

Creator, and shine beautiful enough, to keep the Love of the Creator and the direction and 

dimension of attraction of it.  

 

In so many ways, the beauty of the creation of this New Universe as a reason. In a way,  

(1:14). the creation of earth as a New Universe, in the outer edges of the lines and the 

strength presence existence, of the fields of the Creator, will create a dimension of the 

womb within the two. Which leads to creation and Light of the Creator to shine, in a 

beautiful way, amongst all created universes and the Unicose. 

 

Understanding of this has become very simple, and has been important for us to be able 

to do this. In a way, what we look at, is the creation of the new cycle of generation. In a 



way, that as the Creator sits within the center of the creation, Mankind will come to 

understand the totality of the understanding of what we call, his own existence. Mankind 

will come to understand, that he has become the center of the Love of the Creator for 

what He has created to show His Lover.  

 

It's not that only Mitra shows his love to his lover. The lover shows the same love back to 

Mitra, and the citizens of this planet are that, what are called flowers, which receive the 

totality the beauty of the Creator to shine on. This is why we chose the Earth and we 

made it that Shining Star to become the Shining Universe. We could not tell you this 

from the beginning, but now we see that the human race is ready for that transition.  

(1:16).  

 

Maybe, maybe today's teaching will be  understood in the time to come, and then become 

the seed of what we call the play of the Universal Community, to become the travelers, to 

see this beautiful Universe, which has become the center of attraction and attention of the 

Creator. We have planted well, we watered it well, we had to clean some of the thorns 

and dead leaves from it for it to be ready to shine when the Mitra takes his time and 

place, and position, to make it the womb of the created, and to come to be equal and the 

same.  

 

I thank you for today's teaching, as without you we cannot teach, even though we can 

teach through the Soul of the Man. I hope you understood the new position and the 

purpose of the teachings into some extent today. 

 

Maybe, now you understand what is the responsibility of Knowledge Seekers. Your 

responsibility is to sow the seed of the Knowledge of the Creation and the elevation of 

the Soul of the Man, and we give you the seeds. The Seed is not the Gans anymore, or 

something else, it's the seed of the Knowledge, understanding, and we give you the tools, 

the plant pots to grow these seeds in the form of the Enhancement Units.  

 

It's for you as Knowledge Seekers to take the banner, contact your governments and 

universities, and Keshe Foundation will deliver unit by unit. Let's see,  (1:18). last time as 

collective Knowledge Seekers 10 years ago we managed to reach 75% of the 

governments of this planet. See how much you get your governments to accept the units, 

your universities, and with it commit themselves to peace. In a way we have given you 

the roles of peace. Is for you to turn the guns of the Soul of the Man to what I call, "the 

beauty birds of the freedom of Man in the space of the universe." That little white dove 

that we symbolize as the sign of peace, has to become the sign of the Soul of this planet, 

that collectively we bring the process for the peace, and the elevation of the Soul of the 

Man to become that New Universe on its own. 

 

I’ve done my job. I still carry on teaching, but slowly, slowly we open your eyes to the 

New Knowledge of understanding totality. When you become universe you need to know 

a lot, to be able to create the condition of life, that it stays perfect, and reflects the true 

essence of the Creator.  

 



Thank you very much for today and I have one thing to say to His Eminence Ayatollah 

Khamenei of Iran and to Vatican and to Jerusalem. The year of Methi is upon you, it's for 

you to decide how to unify to show the beauty of the Creator, which is the Soul of the 

Totality of the Created on this planet. We provide the tools it's for you to water it to show 

his beauty with the knowledge correct conduct and what we call, the elevation of the Soul 

of the Man, and not to slave the man through his soul. Thank you very much Rick we go 

through a break and we come back and we try to answer human questions. 

(1:20).    
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(1:25) 

 

K- By the way I don't know if you have gathered or not, this week is the birthday of 

Rafael. Happy birthday Rafael. I think I can say, he has devoted his time and life to the 

KF and the humanity, and I think it is the best gift we could give to the nation of Brazil.  

(1:26). It's for him to decide where it goes, it's his birthday gift. And it's thanks to all the 

Brazilians who work so hard to extend the knowledge from Amazon to the bigger cities 

of this country. It's a beautiful nation, we've been there a couple of times, and we always 

say we go back. We know the nation has the capability and the knowledge of the space, 

but let's see how their devotion to their faith will bring man and the science of this nation 

to be parallel with the others in a very rapid way. By mid-April it's for Raphael to decide 

where he wants it to be delivered to with the agreement of his government, and deliver it 

to that point and university, or that governmental space organization. 

 

We have met with the officials in the scientific world of the government of Brazil while 

we were there a couple of years ago, before Corona. It's amazing how this nation will 

bring the space T and the knowledge of the, what we call, man, to a new D. Thank you 

very much for all your work the Brazilian team, in what you have done, and what you are 

doing. I think it was the best way to give a gift, at the right time to a nation and a person 

who has worked so hard in the past couple of years to share the knowledge freely across 

Brazilian nation. We wait and see, and hopefully we see more to come. 

 

It's your job to go to your governments and universities, and ask them to request from the 

KF standard office at KF kfm.global , (1:28). which is the usual office contact for the KF. 

Then we respond. It has to be I want it for my country, not work. It has to come from 

official university, embassy or the government to the KF in Austria. We'll respond as we 



done before by giving the Keys. This time we give the system. It's no use telling us I 

want it for my nation, it has to come from your nation, your university, and we shall 

deliver. It's no use coming there and just sitting. You have to prepare your nation to 

receive it, to .. use it, to elevate and bring the knowledge across. To share it directly with 

the scientists and it's, open it to the D of the knowledge of the citizens.   

 

Any questions. 

 

Q: …    We have 2 human questions from the German speaking community. One would 

be, what about the rings of Saturn, was it a planet before, or how does that look. Can you 

say something about it? 

 

K- There is a paper written called, "Rings of Saturn."  This paper is not released, but in it,  

(1:30). we explain how the rings are created from within the center of the planet. It's 

characteristics with all the planetary systems with a plasmatic center. The rings are 

primarily created by the interaction of different fields, superimposed on the other, as the 

planet is still at infancy. Saturn is one of the youngest planetary system in the solar 

system (SS). As it will age, and the fields within interact we'll see less and less rings. We 

have these rings around the earth. We see these rings even around the sun. But as you 

have different materials gathered over the travel of the Saturn from the edge of the SS to 

inner part, to where it is now, it has collected different materials overlaying each other, 

and each ring is manifestation of that overlaying material, overlaying each other.  

 

In a paper called the ring of Saturn I have explained this very clearly. ..  whiteboard . 

(1:32). But I can explain it. In some of the teachings in the past we have explained this. 

Where the rings of Saturn comes out of the creation of overlaying of different density 

materials. … You have a center of the Saturn, you have the Sun in the center. This sun, 

by radiating different fields in different directions, ?? leads through its dynamic structure 

that its materials revolve, and revolve around this point. The Saturn was created 

somewhere  here (outer edge of SS), as a collection of some atoms and some plasmas. As 

it evolved and rotated (around the SS), it becomes bigger, and bigger, and bigger. As it 

goes in (towards the Sun), it evolves different layers. Now you have the Saturn center, 

with another layer on top of it (red),  (1:34). then this process carries on, and then it 

comes to another point, where at this point it's (has accumulated) different materials, in 

this area. So now you have the blue, red, and then the green. As it goes to towards the 

center (of SS). Earth started the same way. Earth at the moment is somewhere here 

(midway to the sun), but it started in the same area (as Saturn at the outer edge of SS). So 

as the .. Saturn closes in it will come to this point (where earth is now), over billions of 

years.  

 

What this effect has, we have the center, now the interaction of different layers on top of 

each other, creates the ring of the fields of it. So now you see the rings of Saturn, the red 

and then the green one. ( audio got muted by mistake ..)   (1:36). You see this layer by 

layer. The green one stays as a center, the red one has created this red ring, the green one 

created this green ring. Then it goes on, it carries on with the next step. If you went 

through a different strength, another layer on top, this will create another ring. These 



layers are not necessarily material, .. could be different strength H plasmas, as they are on 

the boundary of the SS.  

 

When we see the rings it shows the composition of the inside materials, what 

composition they are. We see this with the brain of the man. If you look .. you have the 

soul and you have different density .. brain tissues. There is no difference, that's 

interaction with its environment. Gradually as the Saturn makes its way, to let's say this 

position (where earth is now) in the SS, it most probably losses the green and the black 

(rings), we'll see one (? ring). We see this with the sun the same. Sun has its own rings, 

the same as … Saturn, but usually it's one or two. Then because of these different 

strength of the fields, we see different .. materials, according to the strength of the fields 

in each layer.  (1:38). There is nothing unusual we understand the process.  

 

 

 

We use this knowledge in defense T of the spaceships. In the spaceship programs when 

we build the systems, we create opposite interaction of the fields knowing this knowledge 

within our reactors. We don't go and build it. Within the reactor we create the condition 

that one of the fields is opposite to the others inside, so the field outside. This is used for 

defense T. This is actually how part of the Iranian defense T used in Iraq, in the last 

January, two years, because it creates a direct, total black condition , you cannot see.  

 

The purpose of this in space T is very simple, is that, let's say a meteorite comes in, and 

you are a single track, what we see like meteorite will come in (passes through a single 

track), but when you have a double layer, if you penetrates this (first layer), not this one 

(second layer) reflects it back out. It's a very advanced knowledge,  (1:40). and I have 

built this one in the space reactors we use today. We don't create 2 motors rotating on top 

of each other, we create the fields which their interaction creates the condition. There are 

no motors, there is no containment in the U, it's just the field forces. Go back to part of 

the teaching where I explained that, in the reactors, especially the first blue reactor we 

made in Belgium, and then in the first Iranian flight system (FS), we saw the reactor 

going anticlockwise, stops, and then it goes clockwise. When you change the pressures 

and the field forces within the reactor.  

 

You don't need containment. In the future man will not have a house built of bricks and 

mortar. We create our walls the same as the earth, through the fields, the forces within the 

reactor, we put in the center of our property or in the U. then understanding this we 

create, very much the way you create clouds, not to be seen we create partitions. Then by 

changing the fields you decide you want to see the light.  

 

The world of the knowledge of the physical D in the next few months and years, will 

change. This is all in the teachings, it's not something new. Go through the patents you 

see it. Now you understand what it means. The structure of the space T,  (1:42). .. in the 

STM has one principle. It's man who has broken it up into bits, and now he doesn't know 

which bit fits to what.  

 



 

(1:44).  

 

Any other question  

 

Q:  … Why did the Mozhans weren't allowed to open the window during their training? 

K- Ask them.  

Q: I asked them but they don't know exactly, we speculated. 

K- Ask them they will tell you. First of all when we were in the .. You have to know what 

happened with the Mozhans. .. started in Ghana  ..  we traveled to .. South China Sea,  

(1:46). into the Human island, which is parallel to Hawaii ..  

 

Some were enlightened, some understood some of it, but in time they'll go back to it, and 

they'll understand what is taught, and what is the reason behind what was there to do. It's 

a process, it's what all of us will come to understand. 

 

While you are there, the German community, we thank you for all your support .. travels 

to the Linz EC …   

 

 

(1:48).  

 

Any other question.  

 

Q:  …  How can we help speed up the process of peace between Iran and the 5plus1, as 

we are now 5 days into the Persian New Year, and no sign of an agreement? 

K- The agreement has been done. The agreement is total and complete.  (1:50). There are 

a couple of points, which is actually irrelevant, needs to be done. There are  ..    The main 

problem, it's not a problem, the hiccup which you were not in public aware of, is that the 

Germans, English, and the French are trying to get as much as possible before the end, 

before the Americans sign the paper.       Iran is using these points to gain back what was 

done wrong for years. The Iranian leadership is playing it very skillfully. You saw it just 

2 or 3 days before the Iranian NY, the British released 400 million Euros of money, 

which was kept from Iran for past decades, and that was used to release to people, who 

was support  to be there, to be released. I advised the Iranian government to keep an eye 

on these 2 people who been released, because it is the pattern of the British, that they use 

these later on, to create mayhem, and become the leaders, of whatever they are trying to 

push. We saw that in Libya, .. Iraq. My advice to the Iranian government was to keep a 

very close eye on these 2 guys, and the people whom (the money) has been released. 

Because they become the next seed for the problems, a lot of problems, which is set, to 

setup (in Iran). They send them in to do things, then when they get captured or they're 

found out, then they pay for them to be released. We saw that, same thing,  with the 

president of Libya, how the British paid for him to come out, and then they put him back 

in as a leader.  

 

So there is a diplomacy going on,  (1:52).  the French want 



(1:54). 

(1:56).  

 

The delay is made by the 3 EU members trying to collect as much as they can. The 

Russians have got more or less free nuclear supply from Iran …     We see in the 

upcoming nuclear reactors . 

 

.. with Iran providing, what do you call, producing a nuclear weapon has gone to the bin, 

with the documents we provided to the IAEA, and the American government. And we 

saw how the Iranians reacted. The process is ongoing.  

 

Assassination attempt on Mr. Keshe by Israeli MOSSAD 

 

We were aware the Israelis lying and cheating and they tried to prevent this process from 

going ahead.  (1:58). There was an attempt on my life in Istanbul 2 weeks ago, which we 

kept it out of line, again by MOSSAD, planned by them. It's all pictured, and .. videoed. 

This was because Israelis know that we opened their hands, and they didn't want it to go 

any further. That was 2 weeks ago, on my return from Istanbul to Vienna, and 

immediately meeting with Iranian officials, we saw the reaction of Iran, in Vienna, and 

we saw immediately what was done by the Iranians, to the headquarters of the MOSSAD 

in Erbil in Iraq. You cannot attempt on the life of anymore Iranian nuclear physicists. We 

respond accordingly. You tried to take my life, we responded again to your bases, which 

were centers for creating ? ???     that's what You ?? has in Erbil couple weeks ago. Now 

you understand the whole process behind, in the background. If anymore attempts made 

by the Israelis to another Iranian nuclear physicist, we respond accordingly, in a very 

strong way.  

 

The understanding of the T and the peace is part of each other. This is why earlier on I 

announced that we will share the space T of Iran with the invitation of our UC member 

for Israel, with the nation of Israel, not with the state of Israel. It's his job to arrange it 

through the proper universities, and the presence of Iranian scientists. Sharing a 

knowledge is part of our work irrespective of race religion ..   (2:00). But I have to have 

the clear indication from the Iranian leadership that this unit can go to Israel, and we get a 

collaboration on the scientific level, the same as what we are doing with NASA.  

 

Any other question.  

 

Q:  ..  We all know that the US withdrew from the agreement in 2015 .. How can we be 

sure they wont' do this again    playing with Iran? 

K- This wasn't a play. You have to understand the sate of mind of the last American 

president. He is money orientated, he got his daughter by paper, married to second richest 

family in Israel. He got the support of the .. Jewish Lobby, he gave the White House in 

their hand, for them to become, to be able to do whatever he wanted to do. Part of that 

bargain selling the US to the Jewish Lobby was ending of the contract ..  the peace 

negotiation. This was understood fully in the world of politics and diplomacy. It had 

nothing to do, he just sold, the guy will sell his shirt for anything.   



 

(2:02).  

 

Next question   (2:04).  

 

Q: Salomea …   I am worried about this robot soldiers of China at the border of India. 

Can we do something to stop of the repeating situation in Ukraine    in Asia.  ..  Can we 

do something as UC? 

K- We already have, we already started. I think you missed the point in today's teaching. 

By giving these units to every nation, and them developing it, we'll come to the point in 

the physical D that the borders don't have no value. The Chinese can be in India in 

seconds, and if the Indian government asks for the space reactor to be delivered to them, 

Indians can do the same. Don't forget the teachings will be simultaneous to all of them. 

It's not a matter of who will, they all will   

(2:06).  

 We teach you everything. Collectively you need two units to work. So NASA has one 

half of the equation, and John has the other. How NASA collaborates  

 

(2:08).  

 

I am traveling to London to meet with officials in UK to transfer the T, especially  to ??   

(2:10). It will be gifted to Queen Mary College in London. We'll see the next steps. .. 

 

These units have to go to nuclear centers, because they have nuclear facilities. You 

cannot fly with Gans's. It goes back to the origin of space flight in Tehran in Sharif 

University.  

 

(2:12).  

 

As you've seen the units have gone into mass production.  

 

Q: They line in another century ..  

K- We all live in the same century it's just changing the man's habit …  

 

 

Any other question.   (2:14).  

 

Q: Is the Cup of the U 6th or 7th level of the matter state? 

K- No ..  You have a matter state in every level, even in the 5th Cup you can create a 

matter.  

 

(2:16).  

Q:  … the Keshe sales UFO, the hovering UFO found in the KF Store. Sometimes rotates 

left then right, would you be so kind as to explain this phenomena? 

K- I think we just explained that in this picture. It depends on the field forces of the day. 

As I said … go back to maybe 5 or 6 years ago when we should the units      we saw the 



change of fields between day and night. .. in some parts of this planet on some days, if 

you weigh yourself on a scale, say before 7AM and weigh after 10 o'clock you say I lost 

weight 1 kg, or I gained 1 kg. My diet works, but in fact, it's the field G of the earth 

which changes. You haven't lost (weight), it's not .. atmospheric pressure, whatever.  

(2:18). These are field forces G field forces. It's the same fields interact with these M 

field, of these flying objects on your systems. Depends what fields and what environ 

dominating that day. It goes back again into the teaching .. .  outside forces dictates the 

forces on the magnet. Even in your electricity lines, you have this variation. It's not from 

the power source, it's from the fields of the U which changes it. We understood this in 

power transmission years ago. Sometimes you produce 2 KW but when you come to 

substation it's 1.6 KW, because the cable line on its path is giving energy to its 

environment, at some point has paralleled with it. And sometimes we produce 2 KW, but 

we get 2.4 KW. Depends what G field of the earth at the substation creates in respect to 

what we call, ??  inserted to create that .. voltage difference. It's a M field flow, it creates 

a current, so it changes your power levels. It's the same with your .. UFO systems on the 

move. It very seldom happens, it depends on where you are, in what position and how 

you position. If you lift it up 2 meters higher,  (2:20). it will go the opposite way, when 

you bring it down, it will go to the opposite direction. It depends on the … daily fields.  

 

You've seen this in some places when they say it's visual perception, by, when you think 

you are on the hill, and the car down the hill, goes up the hill. This is the same kind of ?? 

things, it's not a visual game, it's field interaction of the environment on the system. Even 

your current flow can create that. Even if you switch your wires, back to, unplug it and 

plug back different ways sometimes you get it. It all depends on the field interaction at 

the point of the .. two system , because they are independent form each other. One of 

them changes, so forces the other one to react to it. This is what Einstein called the 

"funny thing" you have to find out where is the funny, and change it, that it changes 

direction of the rotation of your UFO. 

 

Any other question  

 

There is something interesting with these UFOs        try to change channel  

 

Q: Nikolai, …  (2:22). ..  it's a wonderful gift you have given for the birthday of Rafael, 

that's quite fitting. .. with the intellect and the heart. In what I would call, so called, 

spiritual communities, otherwise people who have, let's say spiritual community. they say 

come from the heart because that is the strongest field. In attempting to teach some of 

these teachings that come from the KF, and your knowledge of the greater collective 

knowledge about the location of the soul within the brain. These people who have learned 

a slightly different understanding have great difficulties with the idea that the intellect, 

the soul in the brain could be more powerful, or .. perhaps,    that the soul could be within 

the structure of the brain. that is very difficult for them. And they say, "no, no, come from 

the heart and forget what is in the brain.' Can you speak to this and perhaps expand some 

knowledge in this area? 

K- In what form? 



Q: Perhaps I want to know in which regard, how are fields of the heart perceived to be so 

strong. Is it the manifestation of 2 other fields, that the fields within the brain and the 

fields within the body, the STM and the STP,  (2:24), create those ..? 

K- Exactly, that's exactly it is. One is tuning to the other and visa versa. This is what your 

?? self says, my heart says, don't do, because you receive the message from the soul. It's a 

translator, interpreter of the message. Understanding of the totality is the part we say my 

heart says, don't do , and where did the heart get the message from? Partially its own 

interaction of the fields on the matter state (S), and partially from the soul. The STM 

never sleeps, the sun never stops shinning. It's the man who is on the facing of the sun, 

side of the earth, or on the back of it (earth).  

 

It's then we receive the light of it with different strengths, it's the same with the STP. 

Very strange, maybe in the future mankind will understand. .. The STM shines in all D 

and directions. What happened when this sun,  (2:26). shines on the left of your heart, or 

the right of your heart. Would the position of the heart in respect to soul, create different 

field interactions, of different strengths, that is creates different emotion within the man. 

Which part of the heart will receive air from the lungs first of the highest order, and takes 

back from the other. 

The field interaction with the soul and the conversion of the fields of the heart, that's why 

we feel the emotions, we feel my heart   , because the sun sits above in the center of the 

brain. And now you have this rocking chair of the heartbeat of the man, in different 

positions continuously. Then you understand why man has a mixed emotion, ?? and 

emotion.    

The sun, the soul does not stop shinning. It's the position of the heart which receives it, 

and then how you react.  (2:28). The blood flow is sporadic in the body .. in the 

circulation, it condenses in this area (of the heart). So it has more possibilities of 

interactions (with the soul), as it gives (to soul), it receives. It's not a one-way traffic that 

we only receive. When our emotion goes there, it feeds the soul, and the soul 

communicates with other souls. That's how your balance, of your doing comes. We see 

how things turn out.  

 

We see how we feel the fields, due to what we call, .. you got to understand something 

very simple. This goes back again to .. science of P. You have the heart of the man, .. 

blood circulation which we cal the dark blood, deoxygenated, and we have a blood which 

is oxygenated. Now we understand the blood of the man is a Gans.  (2:30). Brings not 

only the blood but with brings the emotion of what the P has done. Every blood when it 

comes into the heart .., like the way we have the liver which we store from the blood, 

surplus. The STM has the same liver, memory bank of what ever has been brought from 

the physical emotion. Then you have the source of life on the environment, and this 

comes with a different strength. We look at the physical condition in how much blood it 

goes. In the new knowledge we look at how much fields it brings in (oxygenated blood 

side), and how much fields this one (deoxygenated side). The interaction of the fields 

between the two creates a new D, what we call the STP. And this in turn interacts in a 

mixture of fields with the STM. The same as it gives it takes. Exchange of information in 

the central bank, or most of it, because the rest of it through the same blood flow will go 

around the brain, the skull and comes back. It's very much what we never understood. 



Where does the G starts, and where does M fields finishes.  (2:32). If you understand this, 

then you can do a lot in the future T of understanding the knowledge of creation (KOC) 

to decide on the condition of the P of the man. These two (STM & STP) have to work in 

unisons to keep the soul and P in all D as a field. Where the P is manifestation and 

interaction with the fields of environment.  

 

Then now you tell me, why do I feel that emotion in my heart. It's where the sun shines, 

interacts with the totality of the fields, where here (in the head) it collects in the 

circulation around the brain, information only about physical interaction. Where the 

essence of the physical soul of the man in the heart. Now you understand. Then if you 

understood this, earth, moon, Jupiter, planet Zeus, another galaxy, is how we allow this 

field (STP) interact with the field of the soul to lead to the, if decided, to creation of the 

dynamic P of the ?? zinc.  (2:34). It's as simple as that. You convert this into the 

knowledge, where the sun is the soul of the creator of the man, and then you have the 

STM, it's the same. Then you understand, what I call , the STP, then you see, how the 

STM, STP connects through to the STC. It's so simple.  

 

Next time when you feel it in the heart, see if you can feel the emotion of the soul, and 

then that emotion of the soul, if you can feel it, then you decide is it, with interaction of 

STC. Then you become aware of the knowledge of the Unicose, the creation. 

 

As Messengers we understand the totality, that's why we can teach so normal and so on 

the level that everybody can understand.  

 

Any other question.    (2:36). 

 

Q: Ed, … Is there a connection between Inertia and emotion, if so could you elaborate on 

this? 

K- Emotion has a strength which changes to P. When you feel sad, you create cries and 

tears, or whatever. You convert the fields into matter S reaction in the body of the man. 

So it is Inertia based, yes. You change the emotion into laughter, so you convert the 

emotion to reaction of P. It's what I call the Inertia of the man. As I said a few minutes 

ago, every level has Inertia, it's how you interpret it, and how you manifest it, and how 

you show it.  

 

Q: Brazil comment. .. we here in Brazil thank you ..     

Q: In Brazil there are ten thousand in Telegram group, if each of these reach a thousand 

we are tens of thousands.  (2:38). When you started taking      in Brazil April 15th, 2010 

went in the UN Security Council, our former president on a trip to his country defended 

before the world, the peaceful program of Iran. Our president was rejected by the 

geopolitical forces at that time, criticizing him, as if he was innocent of the true intention 

of Mohammad DeJan. With the group of KS perhaps it is  

Could this meeting of the presidents  ..   

K- I don't understand. 

R- Could it be this meeting of presidents ..  this connection with Iran    but got rejected by 

the forces of the world. 



K- The situation is   typical, Iran is not the only one. You got to remember something. 

Maybe the first  time we disclose. If you remember North Korea,  (2:40). was close, 

under a lot of pressure, making bla, bla, and everything else. Nobody could understand 

the rapid development of the nuclear T of north Korea.  

 

KF released internally to the Chinese government and certain government officials within 

EU how N Korea is gaining knowledge, nuclear and rocket T and the rest.  

 

.. the T is coming from the European Space agency sold by the Belgium director into 

North Korea. Belgium's were sending weapons T developed by Europe through the 

director to N Korea through their government, the officials. That door was closed very 

rapidly. We see N Korea does not show much. they are trying to, but they cannot get. 

Because Europeans were having access to the Americans latest technologies, as part of 

being the same, working, collaborating and this T was getting sold by the Belgium's 

within the EU space T, in a back door to the n Koreans.  

 

(2:42).    the same man, same group. Now we see changes.  

 

Brazil Space T 

 

It's the same with Brazil. Brazilian space T is very mature, that's why we always picked 

to work with it. Now with the gift of the EU it's the scientists who already have the 

knowledge in a very deep way can develop it more rapidly. Our objective is to give to the 

nations who are very rapidly developed , and put them in, not competition, but 

collaboration to achieve the flight collectively. Where you can fly zero-time, more or 

less, than we see the present aircraft industry becomes obsolete, borders become obsolete. 

It’s the pattern which we always worked. 

 

Go back to last week, I explained the situation very clearly what happened in Erbil, what 

happened after we left the Iranian embassy 2 weeks ago, now you know the reason. You 

touch us, we wipe you out. You touch the T the wrong way, you wipe yourself out of the 

arena. You touch another Iranian nuclear physicist there will be nobody there to touch us 

anymore, because we make sure, that you touch, you wipe yourself out, not us.   

 

It's the same in Brazil, the Brazilian leaders understood the importance of the 

development of the nuclear T. The club could not stay a club.  

 

I can show the evidence of the attempt on my life, on the screen now, 2 weeks ago, by 

Israelis MOSSAD in Istanbul.  (2:44). It was just a pure luck, that it wasn't set, the way 

they set it. We give the knowledge, we do the knowledge freely, we .. accept the 

knowledge freely, be it political, be it scientific, Israel, Brazilian, leadership understood, 

because it's the progress, we cannot go into space if we don't fully understand the 

knowledge of creation (KOC) which is nuclear plasma. Otherwise, you are still burning 

fuels, gases what we are doing now. The Brazilian  scientists and government understood.  

It's the same , it will be the same. We don't get crucified by not knowing, we get crucified 

by knowing and there is something wrong.  



 

Any other question.  

 

Q: ..  Brazil… (2:46).  you said in a teaching , our body disappears when we have 72 

Tesla's. .. when we do tests like MRI's it has 1.5 or between 3.0 Tesla's, do our fields 

change permanently or come back to the normal after exams? 

K- You mean when you go through the field radiation? Most of it in MRIs and x-rays, the 

body will disperse the energy. We do that in nuclear testing's. When you go to the doctor 

and they inject the nuclear materials into your blood and they take the radiation with the 

systems to see where the faults are, or the damages in the body. These kind of radiations 

are temporary and they are usually cleared out by the body within 24 hours. X-rays if 

they hit the center of the nucleus they create dislocation, but essentially they just pass 

through, and the energy is absorbed by the body, and dissipates as part of it. It depends, 

we see sometimes faults with the x-ray machines and MRI, is when they have been dis-

concentrated and that creates a dislocation of the .. fields or increase the fields of the 

Gans and moves to a new position, and that position becomes permanent and can lead to 

damages and other things. Now we don't look at the MRIs,  (2:48). and x-ray machines 

and nuclear materials for medical application as a matter state, as an energy state (S) and 

what that energy does and what new position creates for it. So essentially  

 

 

(2:50).   

 

When I saw the first MRIs coming out in early 70's   …  Can we get this to Iran, how 

fast, do you know what these can do ..  

 

If you literally could create the field strength within the MRI of the STM, you can elevate 

the STM in the MRI machine.  (2:52). But we don't have that knowledge, because we are 

matter S position. We never understood the difference between the matter and the Pl 

which the body of the man is. It's not matter, it's a Pl, that's why it is soft, it takes 

different shape of it, it allows it. If you touch your skin, and you push it, it goes up and 

down.  

 

 

 

(2:54). Because now the knowledge becomes available in a what you call, a restricted 

level according to what we want to know about today. Would we see the soul or a person 

who has sitting and working with Tesla. Would we find people who worked with Tesla 

and find their descendents ..  

 

Rafael speaks 

 

Q; Rafeal .  I think he is ready to say something. Perhaps ..  

Hello  .. first of all thank you for the Happy Birthday, and thank you for this gift, I was 

not expecting that.  .. the whole Brazilian community is very happy with this. I would like 

to share something,  (2:56). that we shared at the One Nation about the work here. As we 



said, believe it or not we started with just the sincere wish of two people here in our 

country, this work. We said, that is all you need to start, and then the rest grows out of it. 

this is what we are feeling is happening here in Brazil .. as we have now more than 

11,000 members, but the main thing is how ..   (Reads "Power of Intention - Brazilian 

Telegram restored"   ..      (2:58).   ..  

Thank you for all your love and care, Mr. Keshe.  

K- You're welcome. Thank you for your work. I was talking .. interesting is that, how the 

translators of the KF into the native language creates, or has created those, who actually 

through their translation initially, understanding the essence of the soul of the T and the 

science, and they become, what do you call it, totally geared up with work of the 

Foundation. We saw it with Fabio. We see it in Rafael. We see it in Mario in KF Linz. 

We see it with most of the translators, we see it with Wang Lynn before. I think in the 

translation, it's not just the word which gets translated, they are translate the essence of 

the emotion. it's beautiful to see how they become the center of the knowledge and then 

the center of the KF.  

 

In so many ways, when you wish it, you receive it. We went to Brazil with the wish to 

bring that elevation of the knowledge and T beyond the restriction,  (3:00). which was put 

by the UC of Portugal on Brazil. We see a lot of changes. When people wish. The 

Brazilians have every night a session for the elevation of the soul of 5plus1, that is keeps 

on a path of peace, and how they work on it. It's the wish that creates, it's the sun that 

shines. It's just .. how many bulbs do you put next to each other to create that number, 

that light and how it will shine.  

 

We see the same thing with the UC member of Italy, how Italians are working in the 

background. We see the same thing in Iran with .. how the situation is changing. 

Gradually it adds up.  

 

One of the most discordant part of the KF is where we speak the language, like in US, 

and in England. The center has not been created, except for those who just work within 

the structure of the .. British don't come together. The Americans , because everything is 

in English, why should we do that. It doesn't need translation, and they don't make it 

thousands of , hundreds of thousands of, but they have not managed to ?? it.  

 

But when it comes to language they do, and through that translation they learn more and 

they connect more. We've seen that in Brazil. It brings a reflection of    when we were in 

Brazil about 2.5 years ago for the first time, and Rafael was the translator, I could feel the 

essence of the sincerity, the simplicity of understanding,  (3:02). the truth about the STM, 

and the knowledge was something secondary. It just developed.  

 

There was a huge objection by the, to, especially from the old guard. We saw one of them 

getting disqualified from Facebook very recently from rhetoric came again back ed by 

Belgium's.  .. objecting why we put Rafael to head the KF. We had a number Brazilians 

who thought they are entitled to be running the KF. .. because they did so much P, we 

look in the line of the STM. It's proven to be correct, that our judgment by soul was more 

important than position acquiring place, in the Brazilian community. If we would have 



allowed any of the old guard stayed there, because they were 5 years    before, KF Brazil 

would not be where it is today. We've seen it, it was the right decision.  

 

We see the same thing when we appointed the two heads of KF, the 2 ladies. There was a 

lot of rhetoric, that this and that. We see KF growing    

 

What we see in the soul counts not the D of P. Brazil will go a long, long way, I am sure 

we met with the governmental people with Rafael when I was in Brasilia, at the    

advisors.   (3:04) and we've seen now, with this gift they will get involved. They'll 

become part of it and they will extend this to knowledge sharing between most probably 

Brazil, Arizona, and NASA and Iran. We'll build in the next few weeks what call, the 

space group of the KF, where the scientists around the world will be made members of 

this group on Telegram, that all can share knowledge. It doesn't matter where they come 

from, NASA or the rest. Or some of them sit on the sideline just to learn and see what 

they can do to show better. Any of the groups which tries to hide things and trying to sow 

that they have done better, or come up with something, you'll find out they create there 

own demise. It's there when they block, from receiving knowledge. We'll see step by step 

the process growing. I am sure Brazil will be a shinning star in the process of .. space 

development.  

 

We knew it when we landed. Go back to the picture release at the time when we landed 

(UFO around the sun greeted Mr. Keshe when he arrived in Brasilia), in the skies of 

Brazil. It's beautiful, you have a beautiful nation and beautiful KS, and those who were 

there for their own personal gain, have already become silent, and disappeared, and 

they'll disappear.  

 

Thank you  .. Rafael and your team, and a very happy birthday to you. I received a 

message from members of UC and the others, that it was your birthday on 26th, would I 

give a message for the teaching of tomorrow in the Brazilian Chat. I thought it is better 

for the whole world to know, not just the Brazilians, what a gift,  (3:06). you have 

brought to the state of Brazil KS, and the nation. And    it will be well used. You know 

exactly where you have to go, which scientists you have to speak, because when these 

things land you cannot put it in your pocket, it's a big thing and they have to react, to get 

people to understand the knowledge.  Thank you …   and many beautiful Happy 

Birthday.   

 

Any other question.  

 

R: Just a reminder the Brazilian group has a Zoom meeting   11PM CET.  

K- They have a public meeting every night if I am correct, about Iran the peace 

negotiations on Telegram, there are quite a few of them in there. I attended one of them 

very recently and it's very nice, very beautiful the way they do the work. Maybe it's good 

to extend from 5plus1 to the whole humanity, the world leaders, and the group has 

enough power they can do that.  

Any other question  

 



Q: .. When are you going to return to Iran  

K- You can ask for clearance when you enter Iran, and the government guarantees you 

can leave Iran when you enter.  (3:08). The Iranian KF has already submitted the 

application to the government. We have to wait, between 30 to 90 days ..  

 

 

(3:10).  

 

Any other question. 

 

Q: ..   How can the field of the STM radiate voluntarily over the field of the body of the 

human. Is it about purity of thought? 

K- It's purity of accepting, allowing, that's all. It's understanding I can do that, I can allow 

physicality to be .. in parallel,  (3:12). and not subordinate. If you make the P subordinate 

to the soul, then we make the same mistake as before, where we superimpose the P over 

the soul. It's a balance, and how much you can change, you can do it with a heartbeat, .. 

understanding of the HB the true HB of the Pl, not the HB of the man, you've seen the 

physical ?/ damage.  

 

Let's see what happens, what we shall do in the coming days. In the first week of April 

hopefully movement of the first EU into AZ …  

It's not there for you to go and see. It has to go through the process of those who are 

considered needing the .. enhancement in body, emotion .. EU will benefit by it.   (3:14).  

.. start with American veterans ..  

 

(3:16). 
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